
Made especially for food processing facilities, this dustpan has no hard angles that could trap 

food residue or bacteria, and it can be easily disassembled and reassembled for regular washing 

and sanitizing. The large, 7” by 14” bin allows for big and small cleanup jobs while the tall, 37” 

handle prevents back pain that stems from leaning over shorter dustpans.

Swivel Hinge

Dustpan swings open and closed for 
easy collection and debris storage

Locking Lid

High-tension hinge lock holds 
pan open for easy usage and is 
activated by pushing the dustpan 
handle back until the lock clicks 
into place

Handle Grips

Grips provide enhanced handling 
and the hanging holes allow the tools 
to be hung from any hook-based 
storage rack

Detachable Handles

Handles can be removed from both 
dustpan and broom to allow for 
simple tool cleaning

Easy Broom Storage

Quickly store the accompanying 
broom in the fitted capture 
located on the dustpan lid

FDA-Compliant Materials

The lobby dustpan and broom set are made with 

FDA-approved materials

Lobby Dustpan w/ Broom
Series 6250



The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk 

of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and 

storage brackets, and years of experience building effective 

color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation 

can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify 

different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can 

more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning 

procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards. 

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.

Brackets Brooms Brushes Shovels Scrapers Squeegees Tubs Pails 

Fully updated product specifications are available at Remcoproducts.com.

Lobby Dustpan w/ Broom
6250

This lobby dustpan was created with 

food processors and food service 

workers in mind. Made with FDA-

approved materials, this product 

was created to meet the needs of 

customers. This product is durable 

and made of the highest-quality 

materials here in the USA.
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Thumb notch for removal of lid from the pan
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Specifications:

Height: 47.5”

Width: 14.56”

Depth: 7.13”

FDA-Compliant Raw Material: Yes

Material: Polypropylene/Aluminum/Polyester(PBT)

Unit Weight: 3.43 lbs.

Bristle Type: Medium

Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the 
base part number to denote color.
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